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Breaking strength, weight, a nd circumference a re t h rec important qualities that a re 

determined when fi ber ropes are submitted for test. 

These properties a rc all subject to some variation because of diffzrence~ in fib er q ual ity, 

method of fabricati on, and p reviolls t reatment. The resu lts of tests on more than 800 

samples of 3-stran d ma nila ropes ranging in size from %6 in. to 3 in . in diameter a re tabulated 

and ana lyzed by the methods of modern mathematical statist ics . Co nsiderable emphasis is 

placed on t he ratiollale a nd deta ils of the methods of a nalysis, as t.hey are considered to be 

appl icable to a b road "ariety of similar proj ects. 

1. Introduction 

Strength , weight, and size are usually deter
mined for samples of fiber rope subm.i tted to the 
Bureau for acceptance tests . These proper ties 
haye been found to be subj ect to som e yariation 
in manila rope by Stang and Strickenbel'g [IV 
This variation would appear to be caused by differ
ences in fiber quali ty and in thr mode of fabrica
tion of the rope. 

In many applications of fiber rope where even 
small economics in weigh t are important, i. e., in 
use of ropes on cargo airplanes, a knowledge of 
the probable strength of a set of ropes can r esult 
in an increase of the pay load. For other applica
tions where ropes pass over heaves and t lu'ough 
eyes, the probable range of size is an important 
design consideration. 

The manila ropes discussed in this paper were 
submitted for test by a Government agency from 
1938 to 1941. They represen t m aterial supplied 
by rope works and rope contractors in the 3 years 
just prior to the loss of SOUl'ees of manila fiber in 
World War II. This accounts for the heteroge
neous sizes of the samples available for the various 
nominal diameters, as the smaller sizes and the 
integral multiples of 7~ in. in diameter are ordered 
more frequently than other sizes. Although some 

I F igures in brackets indicate the literatu re references at the end of this 
paper. 
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data were available for 4-strand m anila rope , 
they wer e not of sufficien t quantity to allow statis
tical treatment and consequ ently are not dis
cussed h ere. In general, the r equirem en ts for 
4-strand rope in the F ederal Specification [2] will 
yield a basis for comparison wi th the 3-strand 
ropes treated in this paper . 

The m ethod s of test described arc those found 
in the Federal Specification for m anila rope [2], 
but th e data are applicable to m any situations 
wher e the conditions may be somewhat different. 
vVhittemore [3] found that the speed of the moving 
head of the testing machine between 1 and 4 in./ 
min had little effect on the observed strength of 
the rope. It has also been noted [4] that m easure
m ents of circumference with in creasing loads on 
the specimen yielded decreasing changes in cir
cumferen ce for equal increm ents of load up to 
loads equal in pounds to 300 tim es the diam eter 
in inches squared. 

II . Methods of Test 

1. Circumference and Weight 

Both weight and circumference 01 manila ropes 
were determined on an uns pliced sample that had 
been conditioned in an atmosphere of 65 ± 2 per
cent r elative humidity and 70 o ±2° F for at least 
72 hours preceding the test. The samples were 
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long enough to provide the minimum free length 
specified in table 1. 

TABLE l a.-Length of weight- circumference specimens 

Circumfel'ence 

I n. 
Below 3 ___ __ _________ _ _ 
3 to 6, incL __________ _ _ 
O'-or 6 __ ___ ___ ________ _ 

Minimum 
free length 

Ft . 
10 

• ' -allles from T a ble III of Federal Specification fo r Rope, Manila . 

The rope was placed in a horizontal testing 
machine and a tensile load P = 200 DZ Ib (where 
D is th e nominal diameter of the rope in inches) 
was applied. A single fiber was passed snugly 
around the rope, near th e middle of the sample, 
and cut where it overlapped. The cut length of 
fiber was measured and the circumference recorded 
to the nearest X6 in. 

With the load, P , still applied to the rope, a 
length as specified in table 1 was marked off on 
the free length, and the load was then r emoved. 
The marked length was cut from the sample and 
weighed , and the weigh t in pounds p er Ioot was 
computed. 

2 . Breaking Strength 

A breaking strength sample had an eye sp lice 
at each end and measured from 5 to 6 ft between 
the inner ends of the splices. The samples were 
conditioned in the same fashion as the circum
ference-weight samples. The ropes were then 
removed from the conditioning room and the 
splices were immersed in water for 15 minutes in 
order to minimize the possibility of a failure in 
the splice. 

Ropes with breaking strengths over 2,000 Ib 
were loaded to failure in a horizontal hydraulic 
testing machine, and all others were tested using 
a horizontal, pendulum, screw testing machine. 
The ropes were load ed by means of 3-in. diameter 
steel pins passed through the eyes at each end 
of the sample. The speed of the moving head 
of the testing machine was 3 in. /min during th e 
tests. The tensile load was increased, until at 
the maximum load the rope failed in one or more 
strands. 
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III. Methods of Statistical Analysis 

Four fundamental relationships were studied: 
(1) Circumference as a function of nominal diam
eter , (2) weight as a function of nominal diameter, 
(3) strength as a function of nominal diameter , 
and (4) strength as a function of weight. The 
first three arc useful in preparing specifications 
and predicting the characteristics of individual 
ropes purchased under a contract or order. It 
was therefore considered desirable in these cases 
to furnish careful predictions of the dispersions 
encountered in practice, as well as of the mean 
values, so that realistic tolerances for individual 
ropes can be set up. The fourth relationship is 
important as a measure of innate characteristics 
of the material. Central tendency, rather than 
the dispersion, seemed to be of paramount interest 
in this case. 

Observations on 863 ropes were available for 
this study. With truly random sampling and a 
clearly defined and homogenous universe or popu
lation, such a large sample, if properly handled, 
should provide close estimates of the underlying 
frequency distributions and relationships of the 
variables. In such circumstances the use of 
empirical equations containing, if necessary, sey
eral paramcters would be justified. In the presen t 
instance, no direct control could be exercised 
over the sampling, and the universe, which pre
sumably consists of the entire National outpu t 
of manila rope of the relevant nominal sizes during 
the period from 1938 to 1941 , was far from 
homogeneous. The data, as might be expected, 
contained certain anomalies that are more or less 
directly attributable to the composite nature of 
this universe, or to the nonrandom sampling. 

In spite of these shortcomings, the observations 
appeared to exhibit a sufficient amount of internal 
consistency to warrant the use of mathematical 
methods, provided that the description of th e 
underlying causal situation attempted thereby 
should not b e too elaborate. 

The mean values of the depen dent variable were 
represented in each case by a curve of the general 
form 

(1) 
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,,"here Y designates the (ari thmetic) mean value of 
the dependen t variable and X the independen t 
variablB. The parameters k and b were adj us ted 
to the da ta, except in the case of the circumference
diameter relationship, where b was arbitrarily 
taken as unity. 

The curves were fi tted by the following general 
process: All data were first transformed to loga
rithms (to the base ten), and then a regression 
eq uation of the form 

log Y = a+ b log X, (2) 

was fitted by the standard unweighted leas t 
squares m ethod to the logarithmic data. At the 
same time the standard errol' of estimate s (that is, 
the root-mean-square deviation of the data about 
the regression line) was also determin ed. The 
resulting equation (2) yielded an optimum esti
mate of the mean log Y for each log X, provided 
that it can be assumed that the tru e relation 
between m ean log Y and log X is exactly linear 
and that the standard deviation of the variable log 
Y for a given log X is a constant independent of 
X . As the antilog of the mean of a se t of loga
rithms of Y is not the arithmetic mean of Y itself,2 
it was necessary to add a correction of some sort 
to (2) in transforming back to the form (1). The 
correction chosen in this case was 1.15129s2, 

which is based on the further assumption that log 
Y is normally distributed for each value of log X 
(see [5], pp . 120- 121) . Thus in terms of the nota
tion used 111 connection with (2) , formula (1) 
becomes 

(3) 

The calculations iuyolved in the curve-fitting 
process were carried out almost entirely on 
punched-card machinery at the Computation 
Laboratory of the Bureau. The logarithmic 
transformation was accomplished automatically 
by the use of master logarithm cards in conjunc
tion with a collater that simultan eously punched 
both the logarithms and their squares onto the 
data cards. Cross products and cumulative sums 
were then obtained in the standard way on multi
plying punches and tabulators. 

A few general remarks on the underlying 
rationale of this method of CUl've fittino- and the 

'" 
' It is the oeometric mean of Y, bowever. 
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choice of the type of curve are in order, as the 
situation about to be described is typical of that 
frequ ently encountered in tests of materials. 
The most elementary physical theory of the data 
would suggest that mean observed circumference 
should be directly proportional to the nominal 
diameter (which is actually defin ed to be onc
third of the nominal circumferen ce), and that 
observ ed weight and strength should thcn be 
directly proportional to the square of the observed 
circumference. This would ordinarily imply that 
the mean values of circumference weiaht and , "" 
strength, as functions of nominal diameter, could 
be most appropriately estimated by fi t ting linear 
trends by the classical least squares method to 
the observed values, r espectively, of circumfer
ence, the square root of weight, and the square 
root of strength. 

Unfortunately, as is so often the case, the data 
for all of these variables reveal an unmistakable 
tendency for the dispersion of the r eadino-s b 

(measured, say, by their standard deviation) to 
increase with their mean. This would necessitate 
the use of a weighted least squares solution. The 
simple unweighted least squares solution would 
give an inefficient estimate of the m ean and would 
not yield any over-all estimates at all for the 
variances within nominal diameter groups. Bu t 
the difficulty of determining a posteriori the 
proper individual weights to use in such cases has 
led in recent years to the widespread use of trans
formations of the scale, such as the logarithmic 
transformation here used, to effect, at least 
theoretically, a stabilization of variance over the 
whole range of values of the mean. Such trans
formations under certain circumstances have the 
additional property of rendering the distribution 
of the transformed variable more nearly normal 
or Gaussian. 

In the present case, as far as could be deter
mined from the data, the standard deviation of the 
~bserved circumference seemed to be roughly a 
hnear function of the mean. The transformation 
ordinarily employed in that event is a logarithmic 
transformation [5]. Preliminary exploration r e
vealed that this transformation indeed seemed to 
stabilize the variance of the circumference meas
uremen ts. It also seemed to stabilize the variance 
of the weight and strength measuremen ts. This 
would follow mathematically if the transforma
tion really did stabilize the circumference variance 
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and if mean weigh t and strength really were 
directly proportional to some power of the circum
ference . Thus additional evid ence was furni shed 
thereby as to the correctness of the choice of the 
logarithmic transforma tion for the circumference 
data. 

As for the choice of the curve, it is natural to 
choose a type that contains as few parametel;s as 
possible and that can easily be handled in conjunc
tion with the logarithm transformation. Stang 
and Stickenberg [1] chose to use a one-parameter 
curve of the form 

to represent the strength-diameter relationship . 
Although this equation is readily adaptable to the 
logarithmic least squares approach (it seems to 
have been fitted empirically in [1]) , neverth eless 
the first degree term is not easy to explain in terms 
of the physical theory. Exponential equations 
of the type (1), on the other hand , not only can be 
conveniently handled after a logari thmic trans
formation , but also accord very well with a slight 
extension of the simplest physical theory of the 
tests. They imply that weights and strengths of 
a series of ropes of different sizes whose successive 
nominal diameters are in a constant ratio will 
themselves be in a constant ratio. 

As a check on the adequacy of (1), three-pa
rameter curves of the type 

were actually fitted to the weigh t-diameter rela
tions, and in spi te of the additional parameter , 
the results obtained were approximately equivalent 
to those obtained with (1). 

IV. Results and Discussion 

The various equations for mean values, obtaincd 
as described in section III, together with the cor
responding values of the regression constants a, b, 
and s associated with eq 2 of section III are all 
given in table 2. 

In interpreting the equations, it should be under
stood that they give the estimated mean values of 
the dependent variable for each fixed, predeter
mined value of the independent variable. Thus 
the last equation, which gives the estimated mean 
(If S as a function of VV, cannot be obtained by 
merely el iminating- D brtween the second and 
third equations, because the distribution of values 
of S corresponding to a fixed D, say D= Do and 
the distribu tion of values of S corresponding to a 
fixed vr, are not in general quite the same, even 
if the fixed W was determined by setting D= Do 
in the second equation. (Actually the two 
methods of deriving t he fourth equation in table 2 
happen to agree to two significant figures in the 
exponent and three in th e con stant factor , owing 
to the relatively small scatter of the data about 
the various curves.) 

The standard errors Sa and 8 b of a and b are also 
presented in table 2. It will b e noted that these 
standard errors turn out to b e exceedingly small. 
This is partly du e to the large number of items 
entering into the sampl e, and partly du e to the 
relatively small size of s in each case. Statistical 
theory would state that if the sampling had been 
truly random and if curves of th e type used ex
actly described the mean relationships in the 
sampled universe, then ranges of a± 3sa and 
b± 3sb would, with high probability, contain the 
corresponding" t.rue" values of a and b; that is, 
the values for the universe. Due mainly to the 

TABLE 2.-Regl'ession equations and statistics oj disl1'ibutions oj circumferences, weights, and sll'englhs of 3-s11'an-lmanila l'ope 

Dependen t variable 

l\ieaning Sym 
bol Unit 

Independent variable 

Meaning Sy m
bol 

RegreSSion statistics ' 

Equation of means 
Unit a 8, 

--- -----1---1----1----·-------1----1--------1----- ------------

Circumference _____ C 1/16 in ___ __ Nominal diameter ____ D 1/16 in __ -- C= 3.1l9D _____________ 0.49353 (b) 0.02026 O. OC069 
WeigbL __________ W Ib,fL _____ Nom inal diamet.er ____ D 1/16 in ____ lV= 0.001447 D um ____ -2. 84023 1. 88~6~ . 02541 . 0038 0. 0033 
Strength __________ S lb _________ Nominal diametcr. __ _ D 1/16 in ____ S=70.481 Dl .8281' _______ 1. 8459)9 1. 828193 .042619 .0064 .0055 
:;trength ________ __ S Ib ___ __ ____ Weight. ______________ W lb/ft. _____ ."= 40278 W O."'''_ ---.- 4. 602511 0. 968940 . 047059 _0028 .0032 

• For explanation of 0, b, and 8, see discu3sion of eq. 2 in sec. III. '[' be sym bois 8, and Sb denote the standard errors of a and b. computed und er the assnmp
tion that for each "alue of D, the data constitute a random sample from a uni verse of sucb data. (See sec. IV.) 

b Not adjusted to data. 
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facL that the method of sampling was not rigor
ously random, such a sta tistical interpretation of 
Sa and 8 b is apparently unwal'l'anted. It is b e
lieved, hmveve1', that these standard errors afford 
ample basis for the follo'wing important general 
statements about the coefficients and exponents in 
the equation s in table 2: 

(1) In the case of the circumference-diameter 
relationship , the coefficient of D is s ignificantly 
larger than 3, which is th e value suggested by th e 
definition of nominal diametC'r. 

(2) In the weigh t-cliametcr and strength-diam
eter relati-:mshi ps, the exponent of D is signifi
cantly less than the value 2 suggested by th e 
simplest physical theory. 

(3) In the strength-weight relationship, the 
exponent of W is significantly different from unity . 

If "true" values of a and b may be postulated, 
then it follows that there exists a "true" valu e of 
the ordinate of the equ ation of the mean for each 
given value of the independent variable. Investi
gation of the appropriate standard errors reveals 
that theoretically with high probability the m ean 
values of C, 11', and S do not deviate fro m the 
corresponding " tru e" values by more than 2 per
cent in the case of C :wd lV, and 4 percent in the 
case of S. Bu t this statemen t must be interpreted 
with much caution, not only because of the non
randomness of the sa mpling, but also because even 
if the curves had been fi tted in some ana logous 
manner to the universe instead of to the sample, 
it is possible tha t deviations of this order from 
the actual true means of the universe might be 
observed, because of the fact that the simple type 
of curve chosen for fitting may no t accura tely 
describe the real functional relation between the 
true means and the ind ependent yariables. 

The preceding discussion of s tandard errors may 
be summarized by stating that from the viewpoint 
of theoretical statistical analysis, the curves have 
been fitted with a considerable amount of preci
sion; but in default of exact knowledge as to th e 
mechanism of the sampling method , the real 
accuracy of the curves as a description of the 
rational manila rope technological situa tion during 
the data period must be taken largely on faith. 

The information in table 2 ha s been tabulated 
numerically in table 3, and represented graphically 
in figures 1, 2, 3, and 4. The "Estimates of 
}'!Jean" columns in table 3 and the central curves 
in all of the graphs were obtained by straightfor-
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ward substitution into the equations in table 2. 
The small circles that appear on the graphs 
represent the means of th e observations for th e 
r espective indicated valu es of the independent 
variable. 

The information as to dispersion of individual 
observations about the curve of means is presented 
in table 2 in the form of th e standard errol' of 
estimate s . For convenience in the application , 
this dispersion information is presented in table 3 
in terms of tolerance limits obtained in the follow-
lng manner : 

R everting to the no tation of equation 2 of 
section III, if i t b e assum ed that the value of log 
Y given by eq 2 is the true m ean of values of log 
Y for each value of X, and s is the true standard 
deviation, then th e interval [log Y - ts, log Y + t8] 
will bracket a fixed proportion p (t) of the under
lying di stribution, th e propor t ion b eing depen dent 
only on th e value of t. (The trivially small size 
of all stand ard e1'1'Ol'S involved in the present case 
makes th ese assump tions entirely tenable from the 
th eoretical point of view.) In the present case, 
the value of t was so chosen that if th e distribu tion 
of individual value of log Y ,vere normal 01' Gaus
sian, the value of p (t) would be 0.95. Specifically, 
this valu e of t to 6 decimal places is 1.959964 . 
Thus the formulas for the toleran ce limits appear
ing in table 3 were: 

Lower tolerance limit = 10-1.9599648 Y 
Upper tolerance limi t = 101.959964s Y 

In tabulating the numerical value of the toler
ance limits given by these formulas, the general 
practice was to roundoff to the number of signif
icant figures appearing in the raw data. Hovlever , 
a number of exceptions were maci e, chi efly in the 
direction of r etaining one extra significant figm e, 
to conform with the conven tions of tabulation. 
Ambiguous cases were always rounded outwards. 

The tolerance limits are plotted on the graphs 
as th e outer curves. It should b e empha sized 
that these outer curves pertain to individual measure
ments, and not to means, such as those represented 
by the circles on the graphs 

In general, the analytic representation of the 
863 observations is remarkably faitbful , as can b e 
seen from a glance at the figures. (In interpreting 
deviations of the circles from the central lin e, the 
varying number of observations r epresented by 
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T ABL E 3.-Circumf erence, weight, and strength of 3-stmnd manila l'ope 

Circllmference 

Nom inal d iameter N um- Esti-bel' of 
ropes mate 
tested of moa n 

-------- ----
in. 71 6 in. Ho in. 

- --- ----- --------
~16 3 6 a 9. 4 
y,\ 4 47 12.5 

¥I. 5 21 15.6 

% 6 60 18.7 
H6 7 3 21. 8 

~;\ 8 106 25. 0 
%6 9 5 28.1 

I % 10 19 31. 2 I 

I!16 II 18 34.3 
34 12 106 37.4 

1 ~1 6 13 8 40.5 

% 14 . ---- 43.7 

'Ho 15 5 46.8 
1 16 104 49.9 
Hi6 17 4 53.0 

1 ~. 1 8 56.1 
IH. 19 11 59.3 
1y,\ 20 112 62.4 
] 516 21 7 65.5 
P. 22 ----- 68.6 

g i ll 23 . ---- 71. 7 
1 ~<\ 24 110 74 .9 
] ~16 2.5 ----- 78.0 
15. 26 10 ~1.1 

P Ho 27 ----- 84 . 2 

m 28 9 87.3 
11 ~1 6 29 13 90.4 
] ,. 30 - --- - 93. 6 
I 1H6 31 ----- 96.7 
2 32 50 99.8 

2 \1. 33 ----- 102. 9 
2 \. 34 1 106.0 
2H6 35 ----- 109.2 
2 ;< 36 13 112.3 
2~1 6 37 . ---- 115. 4 

2% 38 - ---- U8.5 
2>". 39 --.-- 121. 6 
2~ 40 1 124.8 
291. 41 --.-- 127.9 
2% 42 4 131. 0 

21 \16 43 - ---- 134. 1 
2H 44 --. -- 137.2 
21 ~16 45 - ---- 140.4 

2% 46 ----. 143.5 
21%. 47 ----- 146. 6 

I 
3 4g 2 149.7 

• See table 4. 
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Tolerance limits 
for individual 

ropes 
-------

~ .• in . 
-------

a9 • 10 
II 14 
14 17 
17 21 
20 24 

23 27 
26 31 
28 34 
31 38 
34 41 

37 44 

40 48 
43 51 
'15 55 
'I .S8 

51 61 
5·1 65 
57 68 
60 72 
62 75 

6.5 79 
68 82 
71 85 
i4 89 
77 92 

80 96 
82 99 
85 103 
88 106 
91 109 

94 . 113 

97 116 
99 120 

102 123 
105 126 

108 130 
111 133 
U4 137 
117 140 
119 143 

122 147 
125 150 
128 154 
131 157 
134 161 
13~ 1M 

I Weigh t Strcngth 

rr olcrance li mits Estimate Estimate 'I'olcraoce limits for 
of mca n for individual of mean individual ropes ropes 

lb/rt lbjl[ lb lb 
--------------
"0. 0114 • 0.010 " 0. 0 13 525 430 630 

.0197 .017 .022 889 730 1,070 

.0300 .02i .034 1,336 1,100 1,6JO 

.0422 .038 .047 1,865 1,530 2,250 

.0564 · U50 .063 2.472 2, 030 2,980 

.0726 .065 .081 3. 156 2,590 3,810 

.0906 .081 . 101 3,914 3,210 4,720 

.1104 . 098 .124 4,745 3,900 5,720 

.1322 · Jl8 . 148 5,64 4.640 6,810 

.1557 . 139 . 174 6, 622 5,440 7,990 

.1810 .161 .203 7,666 6,290 9, 2.\0 

.2081 .185 .233 8,778 7.210 10,590 

. 2370 . 211 . 265 9,958 8,180 12,010 

.2676 . 238 .300 11.210 9,200 13,520 

.3000 .267 .336 12, 520 10, 280 15,100 

.3340 . 297 .374 13,900 11,410 16,770 

.3698 .329 .414 15,340 12,600 18,500 

.4073 .363 . 456 16,850 13,830 20,330 

.4465 .397 . 500 18,420 15, 120 22. 220 

. 4874 .434 .546 20, 060 16, 470 24,200 

. 5299 .472 .593 21,760 17,870 26, 250 

.5741 .511 . 643 23,520 19, 310 28,370 

. 6200 .552 . 694 25,340 20,810 30.570 

. 6675 .594 .747 27.220 22. 350 32,8·10 

. 7167 .638 .802 29, 170 23,950 35,190 

.7675 . 683 .859 31,170 25,590 37,600 

.8193 .729 .9 17 33,240 27, 290 40,100 

.8739 · i78 .978 35,360 29,030 42,650 

.9295 .827 1. 0.1 37,550 30,830 45,300 

.9868 .878 1. 105 39,790 32,670 48.000 

1. 0456 . 931 l. 171 42,090 34,560 50,770 
1. 1061 .985 1. 238 44,450 36.500 53,620 

1. 1682 1.040 I. 308 46,870 38,480 56,540 
1. 2318 1.097 I. 379 49,350 40,520 59,530 

1. 2970 1.154 1. 452 51,890 42, 600 62,590 

1. 3669 1. 217 1. 530 54,480 44,730 65,720 
1. 4321 1. 275 I. 603 57,130 46. 910 68,920 
1. 5020 1.337 1. 682 59,830 49,120 72,170 

1. 5735 1.401 I. 762 62,600 51,400 75,510 

1. 6466 1. 466 1. 844 65, 4~0 53,710 78,920 

1. 7211 1. 532 I. 927 68,290 56,070 82, 380 
1. 7972 1.609 2.012 71,220 58,480 85,910 
1. 8749 1. 669 2.099 74,210 60,930 89,520 
1.9542 1. 739 2.188 77,250 63,430 93,190 
2.0349 1. 811 2.278 80,350 65, 970 96, 930 
2. 1172 1.885 2.370 83,500 68 560 100, 700 

Nominal diameter 

in . HI} in . 
----

31 6 3 
y,\ 4 

~1 6 5 

3. 6 
}16 7 

~ 8 

?16 9 

~ 10 

IJ·1 • 11 

% 12 

I~1 G 13 
}8 14 
1.116 15 

1 16 
11.16 17 

n. 18 

1J16 19 

ni 20 

1916 21 

138 22 

1y{ • 23 

1 ~ 24 

1"'6 25 
) ~s 26 

11 ~ • 27 

H_ 28 
]I )f o 29 

n. 30 
11 ~16 31 

2 32 

2H6 33 

2~' 34 

2H6 35 

2H 36 

2~i6 37 

2~i 38 
2y{. 39 

2~ 40 

291 . 41 

2~ 42 

21 \1. 43 

2~4 44 
21 ~f. 45 

2?- 46 
21 )16 47 
3 48 
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each circle must be taken into account. ) The 
representation of dispersion is apparently as suc
cessful as that of the mean values . As a partial 
check it might be noted that, for example, 34 
observations on S fell outside the tolerance limits 
for S given in table 3; this is 4 percen t of the total 
number of observations on S, a proportion that 
compares favorably with the specified theoretical 
value of 5 percent. Th e fact that the number of 
observations tha t were too high was about equal 
to the number out on the low side gives added 
credence to the validity of the logarithmic trans
formation. Similar situations obtain in the cases 
of Wand 0. 

The following irregularities in the data should 
be explicitly noted : 

(1) The observed distributions of 0, lT , and S 
for nominal diameters of % in., 17~ in., and 1% in., 
not found in the Federal Specification [2], were 
very similar to the corresponding distributions for 
the nominal diameters of J 7l6 in. , 1%6 in., and 1 1 ~l 6 

in., respectively . In each case, the means and 
to lemnce limits given in table 2 for the larger 
size represen ted the mean :md range of the obser
vation for the smaller size (as well as for th e larger 
size) much bet,tN' than the mean and tolerance 
limits given in table 2 for the smaller size. Ap
pareD tiy , rope of the appropriate one of the three 
larger sizes is supplied wh enever on e of the three 
smallel sizes is stipulated in a purchase. 

(3) The observed values of 0, W, and S for a 
fixed value of D exhibited some tendency to occur 
in clusters having smaller individual dispersion 
than that represented by the values of s in table 
2 or the tolerance limits in table 3. This phe
nomenon was undoubtedly due in part to non
random sampling. 

The chief result of misclassitication such as 
noted in (1) above, and of th e clustering noted in 
(2), is to increase the values of s (and thus in
crease the spread of the tolerance limits) over the 
values that would have been obtained if such 
irregularities had been absent. 

(3) In the case of the ~f6 in . nominal diameter, 
the observed circumference and weights of the six 
ropes tested were not properly represented by the 
analytical expression. In view of the various 
testing, rounding off , sampling, and classification 
errors illvolved in the m easurements, it may WE'll 
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be that extrapolation from the analytic represen
tation based on over 800 measuremen ts should 
furnish more reliable information than a sample 
of six possibly anomolous observations. However, 
for completeness, th e m eans and ranges of the C 
and W observations for D= 7{ 6 are given in table 4. 

TABLE 4.- Smnmary of observed circumferences and weighto 
fo r %6 in. 3-strand manila Top e 

[Based on 6 0 b scrvations on each varia ble] 

Circum
ference 

).i6 in. lblfl 
Arithmetic mean _____ _______________________ _______ _ 11. 2 

10 
12 

0.014 2 
. 01 3 
.01 5 

:.\Ii nim um _______ _____ ___ __ ____ _____ _____________ __ _ _ 
::\1axinlunl ___ _____ ___________ ___ _____ _____ ___ ______ _ 

Figure 5 exhibits a comparison between th e 
results on mean strength obtained in the presen t 
paper, and the curn fitted by Stang and Stricken
berg [1] to the data on st.r ength which they ob
tained in 1921. An examination of the closeness 
of tit of Stang and trickenbcrg's curve and of the 
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FIGURE 5.- Comparison oj present sample with thot oj 
reJerence [il 

'rhe solid line is t he present sam ple. The broken line is the sample of re.f,' r
ence [I] 
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dispersion of their dntH , indicates tha t th e theo
retical accuracy of their curve should be roughly 
comparable with that of the corresponding CU l'ye 
in the present paper wh en due allowance is mHdc 
for the fact that their CUl've is bascd on only 
abou t one-half as many observations. It follows 
that for sizes of 1 ill . diameter and greater, the 
average breaking strength of rope in 1921 as 
represented by Stang and Strickenberg's curve is 
~ignificantly lower than that of the rope discussed 
in the present papn, 

Properties of Manila Rope 
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